
CHAPTER XI

NONCLASSICAL AND CONDITIONAL SYMMETRIES

Peter J� Olver� Evgenii M� Vorob�ev

Lie�s classical theory of symmetries of di�erential equations is an inspiring source
for various generalizations aiming to �nd the ways for obtaining explicit solutions�
conservation laws� linearizing substitutions� etc� This Chapter describes one of
the possible extensions of the Lie theory of invariant solutions� �rst considered by
Bluman and Cole �����	 and named the 
nonclassical method�� This method� and
its equivalence to direct reduction methods of Clarkson and Kruskal �����	 and
Galaktionov ����	� has become the focus of much research and many applications
to physically important partial di�erential equations� It is clear that other related
topics� such as partially invariant solutions� di�erentially partially invariant solu�
tions� group foliation� and so on� will give rise to e�cient and elegant methods of
treating di�erential equations�

The material of the Chapter is split into two parts� theoretical background and
the most important results� The �rst part is written mainly on the basis of the
papers of Olver and Rosenau �����	� Olver �����	� and Vorob�ev �����	� �����	�
�����	� �����	�

THEORY AND EXAMPLES

In order to discuss our subject� we will employ the standard geometric approach
to the theory of symmetries of di�erential equations� A k�th order system of di�er�
ential equations is naturally treated as a submanifold E � Jk of the k�th order jet
space on the space of independent and dependent variables� As described in the ear�
lier chapters of this book� the classical Lie symmetries of di�erential equations may
be characterized by the following features� Through the process of prolongation�
which requires the group transformations preserve the intrinsic contact structure
on the jet space� they de�ne local groups of contact transformations on the k�th
order jet spaces Jk� Such a transformation group will be a symmetry group of the
system of di�erential equations E � Jk if the transformations of the symmetry
group leave E invariant� This implies that the group transformations map solu�
tions of E onto solutions of E� The classical Lie symmetries are sometimes called
external symmetries�

To date� several extensions of the classical Lie approach have been proposed�
Each of them relaxes one or more of the basic properties obeyed by classical sym�
metry groups� If we relax the restriction that the in�nitesimal generators determine
geometrical transformations on a �nite order jet space� then we are naturally led to
the class of generalized or Lie�B�acklund symmetries� �rst used by E� Noether in her
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famous theorem relating symmetries and conservation laws� Noether �����	� If we
only require that the symmetries preserve the restriction of the contact structure
on the system of di�erential equations E� then we �nd the internal symmetries
�rst discussed at length in the works of �E� Cartan �����	� �����	� Actually� for a
wide class of di�erential equations all internal symmetries are generated by external
symmetries � see Anderson� Kamran and Olver� �����	� Lastly� if the symmetries
only leave invariant a certain submanifold of E� we �nd the class of conditional
symmetries� treated by Bluman and Cole �����	� Olver and Rosenau �����	 and�
subsequently� many others� The term 
conditional� is explained by the fact that
the submanifold of E is determined by attaching additional di�erential equations
�called di�erential constraints� to the original system E� The theory of di�eren�
tial constraints has its origins in the work of Yanenko �����	 on gas dynamics� see
the book by Sidorov� Shapeev� and Yanenko �����	 for a survey of this method�
The most popular way is to append to E a system of �rst order di�erential equa�
tions de�ned by the invariant surface conditions associated with a group that is
not necessarily a symmetry group of the system� and to require that the resulting
overdetermined system admits the prescribed group as a symmetry group� Other
types of di�erential constraints give rise to partially invariant solutions� or sepa�
ration of variables � see Olver and Rosenau �����	� They are also can be set up
so that the appended system admits a priori �xed group of transformations � see
Fushchich� Serov� and Chopik �����	� Fushchich and Serov �����	� Certainly� these
examples do not exhaust all possible interesting classes of di�erential constraints�
and the full applicability of the method remains unexplored�

����� THE NONCLASSICAL METHOD

We begin by presenting a version of the nonclassical symmetries �rst discussed
in Bluman and Cole �����	� in their treatment of generalized self�similar solutions
of the linear heat equation�

������� Theoretical background�

Consider a k�th order system E of di�erential equations

���x� u� u
�k�� � � � � �� � � � � l� ������

in n independent variables x � �x�� � � � � xn�� and q dependent variables u ��u�� � � � � uq��
with u�k� denoting the derivatives of the u�s with respect to the x�s up to order k�
Suppose that v is a vector �eld on the space Rn�Rq of independent and dependent
variables�

v �
nX
i��

�i�x� u�
�

�xi
�

qX
���

���x� u�
�

�u�
� ������

�In what follows� the derivatives ���xi� ���u� and so on will be for short denoted
by �xi � �u� and so on�� The graph of a solution

u� � f��x�� � � � � xn�� � � �� ��� q� ������

to the system de�nes an n�dimensional submanifold �f � Rn �Rq of the space of
independent and dependent variables� The solution will be invariant under the one�
parameter subgroup generated by v if and only if �f is an invariant submanifold
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of this group� By applying the well known criterion of invariance of a submanifold
under a vector �eld we get that ������ is invariant under v if and only if f satis�es
the �rst order system EQ of partial di�erential equations�

Q��x� u� u���� � ���x� u� �
nX
i��

�i�x� u�
�u�

�xi
� � � � �� � � � � q� ������

known as the invariant surface conditions� The q�tuple Q � �Q�� � � � � Qq� is known
as the characteristic of the vector �eld ������� Since all the solutions of ������ are
invariant under v� the �rst prolongation v��� of v is tangent to EQ� Therefore� we
conclude that invariant solutions of the system ������ are in fact solutions of the
joint overdetermined system ������� ������� In what follows� the k�th prolongation

of the invariant surface conditions ������ will be denoted by E
�k�
Q � which is a kth

order system of partial di�erential equations obtained by appending to ������ its
partial derivatives with respect to the independent variables of orders j � k � ��

For the system ������� ������ to be compatible� the kth prolongation v�k� of the

vector �eld v must be tangent to the intersection E � E
�k�
Q �

v�k�����jE�E�k�
Q

� � � � �� � � � � l� ������

If the equations ������ are satis�ed� then the vector �eld ������ is called a nonclas�
sical in�nitesimal symmetry of the system ������� The relations ������ are general�
izations of the relations

v�k�����jE � � � � �� � � � � l� ������

for the vector �elds of the in�nitesimal classical symmetries� Inserting l vari�
ables u�n� found from ������ into ������� taking the Taylor series of the functions
v�k�����jE with respect to the remaining variables and setting the coe�cients of
these series equal to zero generate an overdetermined system of linear di�erential
equations of order not larger than k for the coe�cients �i�x� u�� ���x� u� of the
vector �eld ������ of the in�nitesimal classical symmetries� A similar procedure is
applicable to the case of the nonclassical in�nitesimal symmetries with an evident
di�erence that in general one has fewer determining equations than in the classical
case� Therefore� we expect that nonclassical symmetries are much more numerous
than classical ones� since any classical symmetry is clearly a nonclassical one�

The important feature of determining equations for nonclassical symmetries is
that they are nonlinear� This implies that the space of nonclassical symmetries does
not� in general� form a vector space� Moreover� the Lie bracket of two nonclassical
symmetry vector �elds is not� as a rule� a nonclassical symmetry� If ��x� u� is an
arbitrary function� then the prolongation formulae for vector �elds imply that

�
�v
��k���

E
�k�
Q

� �v�k�
��
E

�k�
Q

� ������

Formula ������ means that if the vector �eld v is a nonclassical symmetry� then �v
is also a nonclassical symmetry yielding the same equations ������� This property
allows us to normalize any one nonvanishing coe�cient of the vector �eld ������ by
setting it equal to one when �nding nonclassical symmetries�
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������� Nonclassical symmetries of Burgers� equation�

As an example of �nding the nonclassical symmetries� consider the system E of
�rst order equations

ut � uv � vx � � ux � v �  ������

obtained from the well�known Burgers� equation ut � uux � uxx � � If we assume
that the coe�cient of �t of the vector �eld ������ does not identically equal zero�
then for the vector �eld

v � �t � ��t� x� u� v��x � ��t� x� u� v��u � 	�t� x� u� v��v � ������

the invariant surface conditions are

ut � �ux � �� vt � �vx � 	� ������

The equations ������ take the form�

Dt�� uxDt� � v�� u	 �Dx	 � vxDx� � �

Dx�� uxDx� � 	 � � �������

where Dt � �t � ut�u � vt�v� Dx � �x � ux�u � vx�v � The variables ut� ux� vt� vx
found from ������� �������

ut � �� �v� ux � v� vx � �� �v � uv� vt � 	 � ���� �v � uv�

must be substituted into �������� After substituting� the latter becomes an un�
derdetermined system of two di�erential equations for three unknown functions
��t� x� u� v�� ��t� x� u� v�� 	�t� x� u� v�� It is evident that this is a generic situation
for �rst order systems in two independent variables� It means that there is a rich
variety of nonclassical symmetries and the problem is how one can explicitly obtain
them�

We will restrict ourselves to �nding nonclassical symmetries ������ for which
� � ��t� x� u�� � � ��t� x� u�� 	 � 	�t� x� u� v�� which corresponds to the nonclassical
symmetries of Burgers� equation itself� In that case the system ������� is written
as

�t � �u��� �v�� v
�
�t � �u��� �v�

�
� �v � uv �

	x � 	uv � 	v��� �v� � ��x � v�u���� �v � uv� � �

�x � v�u � v��x � v�u� � 	 � � �������

The second equation of ������� implies that the coe�cient 	 is at most a quadratic
function of v� After inserting 	 and its derivatives� as determined by the second
equation in �������� into the �rst equation we obtain the equation�

�t � �u��� �v� � v�t � �v � u
�
�x � v�u � v��x � v�u�

��
�xx � v�ux � v��xx � v�ux�� v

�
�xu � v�uu � v��xu � v�uu�

�� �������

��� �v���u�x � �v�u� � �x��� �v� � �
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The function in the left�hand side of ������� is a third order polynomial in v� its
coe�cients yield the equations�

�uu � � �uu � ��xu � ��u� ���u�

���u � ���x � �t � ��xu � �xx � u�x � � � �

���x � �t � u�x � �xx � � �������

 From the �rst two equations of �������� we �nd that

� � a�t� x�u�b�t� x�� � �
a�� � a�

�
u���ax�ab�u����t� x�u�
�t� x�� �������

where a�t� x�� b�t� x�� ��t� x�� 
�t� x� are arbitrary functions� After inserting �������
into the third equation of ������� we get a third order polynomial in u with the
coe�cient of u� equal to a�� � a��� � �a�� From this we deduce that the function
a�t� x� is constant and it can take three values� a � � a � �� a � ����� The other
three coe�cients of this polynomial imply the equations�

ab�� � �a� � � ��a � ���� � bx� � �

bt � �bbx � bxx � ��x � �� � �a�
 � � �������

and the fourth equation of ������� yields the equations�

a�� � �a�bx � � a�bt � �bbx � bxx� � �x � �

�t � 
x � �xx � ��bx � � 
t � 
xx � �
bx � � �������

In the case a �  the functions b�t� x�� ��t� x�� 
�t� x� satisfy the system�

�x � � �� bx � � bt � �bbx � 
 � �

�t � 
x � ��bx � � 
t � 
xx � �
bx � �

which can easily be solved and produces the vector �eld

v � �At� � �Bt� C��t � �Atx �Bx�Dt��x � �Ax �Atu�Bu�D��u

with A� B� C�D parameters� This vector �eld belongs in fact to the �ve�dimensional
Lie algebra of the classical symmetries of Burgers� equation� In the case a � � the
equations �������� ������� yield b � � � � � 
 �  so there exists only the
nonclassical vector �eld v � �t�u�x� with invariant solutions u � �x�x����t� t���

Let a � ����� then the functions b�t� x�� ��t� x�� 
�t� x� are found as solutions
of the system�

bt � �bbx � bxx � ��x � � �t � 
x � �xx ���bx � � 
t � 
xx � �bx
 � �

which admits solutions � � � 
 � � and b�t� x� satisfying Burgers� equation bt �
�bbx�bxx � � This allows us to successively generate solutions of Burgers� equation
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from the solutions of the same equation� The process reminds one of the generation
of solutions to soliton equations by successive B!acklund transformations� Setting
b�t� x� �  we can get the family of vector �elds of the nonclassical symmetries�

v � ��t � �u�x � ��u� � ��t� ��u� � �x��u �������

with parameters �� �� �
Now assume that the coe�cient of �t in ������ equals zero and try to �nd the

in�nitesimal nonclassical symmetries of the form

v � �x � ��t� x� u��u � 	�t� x� u� v��v �

for which the invariant surface conditions are the following ones�

ux � �� vx � 	� ������

Relations ������ lead to the system of equations for the functions �� 	�

�t�u��u�	�u����	u�	x��	u�	v	 � � �x��u��	 � � �������

These are not di�erential equations� since the arguments t� x� u� and v in �������
are tied by the relation ��t� x� u�� v � � which is a consequence of system �������
������� There are no established methods to solve such systems� Severely restrict�
ing the class of solutions� one can regard ������� as a system of di�erential equations�
Exact solutions of ������� yielding invariant solutions that are not invariant under
classical symmetries have not yet been obtained�

������� Nonclassical symmetries and direct reduction methods�

Clarkson and Kruskal �����	 proposed a direct method for determining ans!atze
which reduce the partial di�erential equation to a single ordinary di�erential equa�
tion� This method was generalized by Galaktionov� ����	� who showed how to
e�ect reductions to two �or more� coupled ordinary di�erential equations� and was
applied to the study of blow�up of solutions to parabolic equations� In Arrigo�
Broadbridge and Hill �����	� and Olver� �����	� it was proved that these reduction
methods are equivalent to particular cases of the nonclassical symmetry method�

For simplicity� consider a partial di�erential equation ������ in two independent
variables x� t� The di�erential equation admits a direct reduction if there exist
functions z � ��x� t�� u � U�x� t� w�� such that the Clarkson�Kruskal ansatz

u�x� t� � U�x� t� w�z�� � U
�
x� t� w���x� t��

�
�������

reduces ������ to a single ordinary di�erential equation for w � w�z�� Let w �
� �x� t��t � ��x� t��x be any vector �eld such that w��� � � i�e� ��x� t� is the unique
�up to functions thereof� invariant of the one�parameter group generated by w�
Applying w to the ansatz �������� we �nd

�ut � �ux � �Ut � �Ux � V �x� t� w�� �������
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On the other hand� assuming Uw �� � we can solve ������� for w �W �x� t� u� using
the Implicit Function Theorem� �We avoid singular points� and note that if Uw � �
the ansatz would not explicitly depend on w�� Substituting this into the right hand
side of �������� we �nd that if u has the form �������� then it satis�es a �rst order
quasi�linear partial di�erential equation of the form

w�u� � � �x� t�ut � ��x� t�ux � ��x� t� u�� �������

Conversely� if u satis�es an equation of the form �������� then it can be shown that
u satis�es a direct reduction type ansatz �������� Therefore� there is a one�to�one
correspondence between ans!atze of the direct reduction form ������� with Uw �� 
and quasi�linear �rst order di�erential constraints �������� Solutions u � f�x� t� to
������� are just the functions which are invariant under the one�parameter group
generated by the vector �eld

v � � �x� t��t � ��x� t��x � ��x� t� u��u� �������

Note in particular that w generates a group of 
�ber�preserving transformations��
meaning that the transformations in x and t do not depend on the coordinate u�

In the direct method� one requires that the ansatz ������� reduces the partial
di�erential equation ������ to an ordinary di�erential equation� In the nonclassical
method of Bluman and Cole� one requires that the di�erential constraint �������
which requires the solution to be invariant under the group generated by w be
compatible with the original partial di�erential equation ������� in the sense that the
overdetermined system of partial di�erential equations de�ned by ������� ��������
has no integrability conditions� The following result demonstrates the equivalence
of the nonclassical method �with projectable symmetry generator� and the direct
method�

Theorem� The ansatz ����		
 will reduce the partial di�erential equation �����

to a single ordinary di�erential equation for w�z� if and only if the overdetermined
system of partial di�erential equations de�ned by �����
� ����	�
� is compatible�

The proof and generalizations to Galaktionov�s 
nonlinear separation� are dis�
cussed in Olver �����	� See also Arrigo� Broadbridge and Hill �����	� and Zidowitz
�����	�

As an example� the ansatz u � w�z� � t�� where z � x � �
�
t� reduces the

Boussinesq equation

utt �
�
� �u

��xx � uxxxx � 

to a fourth order ordinary di�erential equation

w���� � ww�� � �w��� � w� � ��

This reduction follows from the constraint tux � ut � �t �  arising from the
nonclassical symmetry v � t�x � �t � �t�u�
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���� MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODULES

OF NONCLASSICAL SYMMETRIES

As was mentioned above� the Lie bracket �v�w	 of two in�nitesimal nonclassical
symmetries v and w is not in general a nonclassical in�nitesimal symmetry� The
easiest way to be convinced of this fact is to consider the Lie bracket of two distinct
vector �elds �������� For nonclassical symmetries the analog of multidimensional
Lie algebras of the classical symmetries is multidimensional module or di�erential
system� Let us consider the simplest case of the latter� Consider a two�dimensional
di�erential system g �or distribution� on the space of independent and dependent
variables� spanned by two independent vector �elds v and w� Thus g is de�ned as
the set of all vector �elds u which can be represented in the form u � f�x� u�v �
g�x� u�w� Suppose that g is involutive� i�e� closed under the Lie bracket� �v�w	 � g�
In this case� Frobenius� Theorem implies that we can �nd a new basis of g vector
�elds of which have vanishing Lie bracket� Denote by Eg the union of the invariant
surface conditions ������ for v and w� the solutions of Eg are the g invariant
functions� As in the case of one�dimensional nonclassical modules� Eg is invariant
under g� For g to be a two�dimensional module of nonclassical symmetries it is
necessary that the basis vector �elds v and w satisfy the equations ������ with

E
�k�
Q replaced by E

�k�
g �

������� Two�dimensional modules of nonclassical symmetries of non�

linear acoustics equations�

The following system of equations�

uut � ux � vy � � uy � vt �  �������

describes a sound beam propagating in a nonlinear medium� Consider the two�
dimensional involutive module g of vector �elds with the basis

v � �t � ��u� v��y � w � �x � ��u� v��y�

The vector �elds v and w commute� therefore the coe�cients ��u� v�� ��u� v� are
found from equations ������� and the system Eg is

ut � �uy � � ux � �uy � �

vt � �vy � � vx � �vy � � �������

The system �������� ������� can be treated as a system of six linear homogeneous
algebraic equations for six �rst derivatives of the functions �� �� For this sytem to
admit nontrivial solutions� the equation

��u� v� � ��� � u���u� v�
�
���u� v�

must hold� In this case all derivatives can be expressed through the derivative uy �

ut � ��uy� ux �
� � u��

�
uy� vt � uy

vx � �� � u��

��
uy� vy � �uy

�
� �������
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Calculating v����uut � ux � vy�� v����uy � vt�� w����uut � ux � vy�� w����uy � vt�
and inserting �������� we �nd that they are identically zero� So the system �������
admits the two�dimensional module of nonclassical symmetries with the basis vector
�elds

v � �t � ��u� v��y � w � �x � � � u��u� v��

��u� v�
�y�

where ��u� v� is an arbitrary function�

������� B�acklund transformations and two�dimensional modules of

nonclassical symmetries for the sine�Gordon equation�

It is well known that if u � f�x� y� is any particular solution to the sine�Gordon
equation

�uxy � sin �u� �������

then the system of equations

ux � �fx � sin�u� f�� uy � fy � sin�u� f� ������

determines the B!acklund transformation for the sine�Gordon equation �������� The
equation ������� can be treated as a compatibility condition for the system �������
The function u�x� y� found from the system ������ is a solution of the equation
�������� From the point of view of the nonclassical symmetries this can be inter�
preted as follows�

Consider the vector �elds

v � �x � ��fx � sin�u� f���u� w � �y � �fy � sin�u� f���u�

Provided the function f�x� y� is a solution of ������� these vector �elds have van�
ishing Lie bracket� so they give rise to a two�dimensional involutive module g with

Eg given by ������� In the case considered� the relation E � E
���
g � E

���
g holds�

hence g is a two�dimensional module of the nonclassical symmetries for the sine�
Gordon equation ������� with all invariant functions under g automatically satis�
fying ��������

����� PARTIAL SYMMETRIES

A further step towards generalization of the classical symmetries is consideration
of tangent transformations instead of point ones�

������� Contact transformations and modules of partial symmetries�

According to B!acklund�s Theorem� in the case of one unknown function u�x��
transformations of Jk that preserve the contact structure �contact transformations�
are prolongations of either point transformations or contact transformations on
J�� The in�nitesimal contact transformations on the space J� are in one�to�one
correspondence with their characteristic functions Q�x� u� u����� which generates
the contact vector �eld

vQ � �Quxi
�xi � �Q � uxiQuxi

��u � �Qxi � uxiQu��uxi �
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This vector �eld is the �rst prolongation of a point transformation if and only if Q is
an a�ne function of the derivative coordinates ux�� � � � � uxn� A function u � f�x� is
invariant with respect to vQ if and only if it satis�es the invariant surface condition

Q�x� u� u���� � � �������

Let EQ denote the submanifold of J� determined by equation �������� and E
�k�
Q its

prolongation to Jk� The contact vector �eld vQ is called a partial symmetry of the
di�erential equation

��x� u� u�k�� �  �������

if v
�k�
Q is tangent to the intersection E �E

�k�
Q �

Partial symmetries admit the natural structure of a one�dimensional module�
Clearly� if Q generates a partial symmetry� so does "Q � gQ� where g is an arbitrary
function on J�� since

v
�k�
gQ

��
E

�k�
Q

� gv
�k�
Q

��
E

�k�
Q

� �������

Relation ������� implies that� as long as it depends explictily on the derivative
coordinates� the characteristic function of the in�nitesimal partial symmetry can
be chosen in the form Q � �uxj ���x� u� "u���� for some index j with "u��� denoting
the set of �rst derivatives of u with the derivative uxj omitted�

Now consider the r�tuple Q � �Q�� � � � � Qr� of functions on J� satisfying the
relation

rank jj�Qi��uxj jj � r � n �������

and r contact vector �elds vQ� � � � � �vQr
� Let EQ now denote the system of di�er�

ential equations

Q��x� u� u
���� � � � � � � Qr�x� u� u

���� �  �������

satis�ed by functions u � f�x� invariant under all of the vector �elds vQ� � � � � �vQr
�

The system ������� is compatible i� the relations

�Qi� Qj�jEQ � � � � i � j � r� �������

hold true� Here �Qi� Qj� is the 
Lagrange� bracket of the functions Qi and Qj �
de�ned as the characteristic function of the Lie bracket �vQi

�vQj
	� i�e�

�vQi
�vQj

	 � v�Qi�Qj�� �������

Since vQi
�Qj � � �Qi� Qj � � Qj�Qi��u� the submanifold EQ is invariant under

vQ� � � � � �vQr
provided ������� are satis�ed�

Any smooth function R de�ned on J� which vanishes on EQ can be represented

in the form R � aiQi for functions ai�x� u� u����� Therefore� the restriction of the
vector �eld

vR � aivQi
�Qivai �R�u �������

to EQ equals aivQi
jEQ � Relation ������� makes valid the following assertion� De�

note by I�Q� the ideal of the functions on J� vanishing on EQ and by A�Q� the
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family of contact vector �elds generated by the functions in I�Q�� Then the restric�
tion of A�Q� to EQ is an r�dimensional module g of vector �elds over the ring of
smooth functions on EQ� The basis of g consists of the restrictions of the vector
�elds vQ� � � � � �vQr

to EQ� Moreover� relations ��������������� imply that g is an
involutive module� �g�g	 � g�

It is easily deduced from �������� ������� that the same module g is generated

by the functions "Q� � �uxi� � 	��x� u� "u����� � � � � "Qr � �uxir � 	r�x� u� "u�����
where i�� � � � � ir are the indices of r linearly independent columns of the matrix
�������� The functions "Q�� � � � � "Qr are obtained by solving ������� with respect to
the derivative coordinates uxi� � � � � � uxir � They generate the contact vector �elds
v �Q�

� � � � �v �Qr
� which commute when restricted to EQ�

In the case the relations

vQi
���jE�EQ � � i � �� � � � � r� �������

are satis�ed� the module g is called an r�dimensional module of in�nitesimal partial
symmetries of ��������

������� Two�dimensional modules of partial symmetries for a family

of nonlinear heat equations�

Consider the family of nonlinear heat equations

ut � �f�u�ux�x � g�u� ������

in one space variable x with f�u�� g�u� smooth functions� We try to �nd two�
dimensional modules of partial symmetries of ������� The characteristic functions
Q�� Q� taken as

Q� � �ut � a�t� x� u�� Q� � �ux � b�t� x� u� �������

imply the compatibility condition ������� in the form

ax � aub � bt � abu � � �������

The system EQ in the case considered� precisely�

ut � a�t� x� u�� ux � b�t� x� u�� �������

admits one�parameter family of solutions� One of the six equations determining

the system E �E���
Q � which is geometrically a two�dimensional surface in the eight�

dimensional space J�� looks like

a � �bx � bbu�f � b�f � � g� �������

If this equation is not a di�erential consequence of �������� we have to solve func�
tional equations for the functions a�t� x� u�� b�t� x� u� obtained by restricting �������
to the two�dimensional surface given by ������� in the space R� having coordinates
t� x� u� To avoid this di�cult problem� we treat ������� as a di�erential equation
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satis�ed by a�t� x� u�� b�t� x� u�� In this approach relations ������� are automati�
cally satis�ed� and in order that vQ� � vQ� generate the two�dimensional module g
of partial symmetries of ������ the functions a�t� x� u� and b�t� x� u� must satisfy
di�erential equations �������� ��������

If we substitute the function a�t� x� u� given by ������� into �������� we obtain
the equation

bt � �bxx � �bbxu � b�buu�f � ��bbx � �b�bu�f
� � b�f �� � bg� � gbu �������

for the function b�t� x� u�� Let us try to �nd this function in the form� b�t� x� u� �
��t�h�u�� i�e� independent of x and admitting the separation of variables t� u� After
substituting b�t� u� � ��t�h�u� in ������� we obtain the relation

#��t� � ���t�h�u��f�u�h�u���� � ��t�h�u��g�u��h�u��� �

This equation has nontrivial solutions provided

h�u��f�u�h�u���� � �� h�u��g�u��h�u��� � �� �������

with �� � constant� Equations ������� contain three unknown functions� and they
can be treated from various points of view� For example� if we regard the function
h�u� as given� then ������� are equations for f�u� and g�u��

The function b�t� u� � ��t�h�u� yields the invariant solutions

u�t� x� � F ���t�x � ��t�� �������

to ������ as it can be seen from the second equation in �������� The function ��t�

satis�es the ordinary di�erential equation #� � ��� � �� integrated explicitly� and
the function ��t� is a solution of the equation obtained after substituting �������
either into ������ or into the �rst equation in �������� If we take h�u� � u���

f�u� � u��u� g�u� � u��� we obtain the family u�t� x� �
p

���x � c� exp t� exp �t�
of invariant solutions to the equation ut � ��u� � u�ux�x � u���

������� Partial symmetries and multidimensional integrable di�eren�

tial

equations�

Consider the second order partial di�erential equation ������� in two indepen�
dent variables� In this case partial symmetries allow us to associate new di�erential
equations of the second order in four independent variables with equation ��������
The solutions of the Cauchy problem for these associated equations can be expressed
through solutions of the appropriately posed Cauchy problems for the original equa�
tion �������� In particular� each second order linear equation in two independent
variables gives rise to multidimensional nonlinear equations which are linearizable
in the sense described below� Let us consider the case of an evolution equation�
and suppose that the characteristic function of the partial symmetry is taken in the
form� Q � �ut � ��t� x� u� ux�� Then the relation

v
���
Q ���j

E�E
���
Q

�  �������
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satis�ed by the partial symmetry vQ is actually a di�erential equation of the sec�
ond order for the function ��t� x� u� ux�� Indeed� by the prolongation formula� the

coe�cients of the contact vector �eld v
���
Q depend on the derivatives of the function

� at most of the second order� Moreover� the variables ut� utx� and uxx can be

found as functions of the variables t� x� u� ux from the equations determining E
���
Q

and from �������� �We leave aside the case when the equation ut � ��t� x� u� ux�
is an intermediate integral of ��������� For example� if ������� is the linear heat
equation ut � uxx� then equation ������� takes the form�

�t � ���pp � �p��up � p��uu � ���xp � �p�xu � �xx� �������

where p � ux� Suppose that the Cauchy problem �

�jt�� � ���x� u� p�� ������

for ������� and the Cauchy problem �

ujt�� � a�x� �������

for ������� are both well�posed� Let us determine which Cauchy data a�x� generate
solutions of ������� invariant under the vector �eld vQ determined by the given
solution � of equation �������� Since invariant solutions of equation ������� are
the common solutions to ������� and the equation ut � ��t� x� u� ux� � � we can
consider this joint system at t �  and obtain the equation

a���x� � ���x� a�x�� a
� �x��

for the initial function a�x�� The general solution of the latter equation depends
on two constants c�� c�� so there appears the two�parameter family u�t� x� c�� c��
of invariant solutions of the Cauchy problem �������� �������� Suppose that the
system of equations

u�t� x� c�� c�� � v� ux�t� x� c�� c�� � p

uniquely determines c� and c� as implicit functions of t� x� v� p� then

��t� x� v� p� � ux�t� x� c��t� x� v� p�� c��t� x� v� p��

is a solution of the Cauchy problem �������� �������

������� Induced classical symmetries�

Suppose w is a vector �eld of in�nitesimal classical symmetries of system �������
Denote by exp�w� the one�parameter family of transformations of the space Rn �
Rq of independent and dependent variables associated with w and by exp�w�� the
di�erential d�exp�w�� of exp�w� treated as a mapping of vector �elds on Rn�Rq�
Then if g is a module of the Bluman�Cole in�nitesimal symmetries of ������� the
modules g� �exp�w���g� forms a one�parameter family of modules of nonclassical
symmetries for the same system�
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To see this� assume that v�� � � � �vr is a basis of g� Generalizing the construction
of Section ������ we can state that these vector �elds must satisfy the relations

�vi�vj 	 � g� v
�k�
j �E �E�k�

g
�j
E�E

�k�
g

� � � � i � j � r� j � �� � � � � r�

�������
Let g� � exp�w��g� which is spanned by v�i � exp�w���vi�� By the general
properties of the mapping exp�w�� the module g� is also an r�dimensional module
of vector �elds closed under the Lie bracket� �v�i�v�j	 � g� The only solutions of the

system Eg are vector�valued functions u��� � f��x�� � � �� � � � q� invariant under
g� Indeed� if �f is invariant under g� then exp�w���f � is a graph of a solution
invariant under g�� hence Eg�

� exp�w��Eg�� From these considerations it follows

that g� is tangent to the intersection E � E
�k�
g�

�
Modules of partial symmetries of equation ������� are treated quite similarly�

The basic property of the mapping exp�w�� allows us to de�ne the concept of
vector �elds of nonclassical symmetries invariant under w� Such invariant vector
�eld v satis�es the relation �w�v	 � �v� Moreover� the $ow exp�w� determines
the symmetry transformations of the determining equations for the coe�cients of
nonclassical in�nitesimal symmetries�

�����	� Partial symmetries and di�erential substitutions�

The di�erential equations for the functions � in Q � �ut � ��t� x� u� ux� and
	 in Q � �ux � 	�t� x� u� ut� �more precisely� the equation ������� � inherit
the classical Lie symmetries of the original equation �������� If the Lie algebra of
in�nitesimal symmetries of the equation ������� is at least two�dimensional� then
the quotient equation for solutions of the equation ������� invariant under two�
dimensional subalgebras is a di�erential equation in two independent variables just
as equation �������� There exists a di�erential substitution of the group nature
connecting these two equations�

We describe the origin of this di�erential substitution taking as an example the
linear heat equation

ut � uxx� �������

The equation ������� admits the in�nite dimensional Lie algebra g of the classical
Lie symmetries with the generators�

v� � �t� v� � �t�t � x�x� v� � �t��t � �tx�x � �x� � �t�u�u�

v� � �x� v	 � ��t�x � xu�u� v
 � u�u� v� � ��t� x��u�
�������

where ��t� x� is an arbitrary solution of the equation �������� Consider the two�
dimensional subalgebra g� � g with the generators v � v
 and w � �u� and the
solutions � of the equation ������� invariant under g�� In the space R	 of the
variables t� x� u� p� �� where the �rst four are the arguments of the function �� the
vector �elds v and w look as follows�

v � u�u � p�p � ���� w � �u� �������
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The solutions � of ������� invariant under g� are common solutions of ������� and
the system of invariant surface conditions for the vector �elds v� w given by ��������

�u � � �tu � �xu � �uu � �up � �

p�p � �� p�tp � �t� p�xp � �x� �pp � � �������

We restrict the system �������� ������� to the submanifold N in the space R	

determined by the equations u � � p � � and coordinatized by the variables t� x�
After expressing the outer derivatives �pp� �up� �uu� �xp� �xu through the inner
derivatives �t� �x� with the aid of ������� we obtain the quotient equation�

vt � �vvx � vxx� �������

This is Burgers� equation for the restriction v�t� x� of the function ��t� x� u� ux� to
the submanifoldN � If v�t� x� is a solution of the quotient equation �������� then the
invariant solution of the equation ������� has the form ��t� x� u� p� � pv�t� x�� In
their turn� the solutions of the heat equation invariant under the partial symmetry
vQ of the heat equation with the characteristic function Q � �ut � uxv�t� x� are
common solutions of the equation ������� and the equation

ut � uxv�t� x�

for invariant functions� The latter relation is a variant of the Hopf�Cole substitu�
tion linearizing Burgers� equation �������� See also the work of Guthrie �����	 for
generalizations and additional applications of this method�

�����
� Partial symmetries and functionally invariant solutions�

Consider a linear di�erential equation of the second order�

nX
i�j��

aij �x�uxixj �

nX
i��

bi�x�uxi � � �������

A solution u�t� x� is called functionally invariant if v�t� x� � F �u�t� x�� is also
a solution of the equation ������� for an arbitrary function F �u�� Functionally
invariant solutions are common solutions of the equation ������� and the equation
for its characteristics �

nX
i�j��

aij�x�uxiuxj � � �������

For the wave equation
utt � uxx � uyy

equation ������� takes the form u�t � u�x � u�y� By direct calculations it is demon�

strated that the vector �eld vQ with the characteristic function Q � ut�
q
u�x � u�y

is a nonclassical partial symmetry of the wave equation� We see that functionally
invariant solutions are solutions invariant under the partial symmetries�
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������� Nonclassical symmetries and partially invariant solutions�

Let g be an r�dimensional involutive di�erential system on Rn�Rq� A function
f �Rn � Rq is called partially invariant under g if the orbit G ��f of its graph has
dimension strictly less than n�min�r� q�� The quantity � � dim�G ��f ��n is called
the de�ciency of a partially invariant function f � Evidently�  	 � 	 min�q��� r����
The partially invariant functions satisfy the following system PE� of �rst order
di�erential equations�

rank

�������j �
nX
i��

u�xi�ji

����� 	 �� ������

The system PE� is invariant under g� Provided g is a Lie algebra of in�nitesimal
classical symmetries of the system E� partially invariant solutions of the system E
are the common solutions of E and PE�� See Ondich �����	 for applications of this
method�

������� Nonclassical symmetries of the second type for the equations

of nonlinear acoustics�

The preceding construction admits a natural generalization� A di�erential sys�
tem g is called a nonclassical symmetry of the second type of the system E if the
intersection E � PE� is invariant under g�

The system ������� contains two unknown functions� so the only possible value of
the de�ciency index � of partially invariant solutions of ������� is one� Consider the
family of two�dimensional abelian Lie algebras g of vector �elds with the generators�

v� � �v� v� � �t���t� x� y� u��x���t� x� y� u��y���t� x� y� u��u�	�t� x� y� u��v �

We prescribe the coe�cients �� �� �� 	 so that the vector �elds v�� v� are tangent
to the intersection E�PE�� The system PE� is determined by the equation ������
which now looks like

det

����  �� ut � �ux � �uy
� 	 � vt � �vx � �vy

���� � 

or
�� ut � �ux � �uy � � �������

The vector �eld v� is a classical in�nitesimal symmetry of the system ������� and
the coe�cients of the vector �eld v� are found from the relations�

v
���
� �uut � ux � vy�jE�PE� � � v

���
� �uy � vt�jE�PE� � � �������

Finding the variables vt� vy� ut from the equations �������� ������� and substituting
the results into ������� yield the determining equations for the coe�cients� One of
the particular solutions of these equations�

� � � � � � � � y� 	 � t� y���

yields the following partially invariant solutions of ��������

u�t� x� y� � ty � y�

��
� h�x�y � e�x�� v�t� x� y� �

t�

�
� t

�
y�

�
� h�x�

�
�

y


�
� h�x�

y�

�
� �e�x� � h��x�	

y�

�
� e��x�y � d�x�

with h�x�� e�x�� d�x� arbitrary functions�
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����� CONDITIONAL SYMMETRIES

Consider the system E of di�erential equations

���x� u� u
�k�� � � � � �� � � � � l ������

and append it with the system of di�erential constraints E��

%��x� u� u
�k�� � � � � �� � � � �m� �������

Assume that the appended system E �E� ������� ������� is compatible� A vector
�eld v is called a conditional in�nitesimal symmetry of the system E if the system
E � E� is invariant under v� i�e�� v is a Lie classical in�nitesimal symmetry of
E � E�� Possible approaches to constructing the appended system ������� are
explained below� based on ideas contained in Fushchich� Serov� and Chopik �����	
and Fushchich and Serov �����	�

������� Conditional symmetries of a nonlinear heat equation�

As a �rst example consider the nonlinear heat equation

� � ut � uuxx � u�x � � �������

The Lie algebra of the classical symmetries of the equation ������� has the genera�
tors

v� � �t� v� � �x� v� � t�t � u�u� v� � x�x � �u�u� �������

Comparison with that of the linear heat equation reveals the fact that ������� does
not contain an in�nitesimal Galilean�like transformation

v � t�x � xh�u��u�

which is admissible by the linear heat equation ut � uxx when h�u� � �u���
Indeed� if we apply the prolonged vector �eld v��� to the left�hand side of ��������
we obtain the function

% � �v����ut � uuxx� u�x�

� ux � �uxh� xuxxh� xuthu � �uuxhu � �xu�xhu � xuuxxhu � uxu�xhuu

that does not vanish being restricted to E�

& � u%jE � xuth� uux � �uuxh� xu�xh� �u�uxhu � xuu�xhu � xu�u�xhuu �� 

So append the equation
& �  �������

to �������� Let us check the compatibility of ������� and ������� later on and try to
�nd the function h�u� so that the vector �eld v��� is tangent to the system ��������
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�������� The function ' �v����&� vanishes on the submanifold f� � �& � g if
and only if

h�u� � ��

�
�

c

u
�

with c arbitrary constant� For checking the compatibility we apply the contact

vector �eld v
���
� to � and �nd that the function v

���
� ��� vanishes when restricted

to the submanifold f� � �& � g� Therefore the vector �eld v� is a partial
symmetry of equation ������� and the system

ut � uuxx � u�x� ��� � �c�u�ut � u�x � � �������

is Galilean�invariant�
It is interesting to note that if c �� � then ������� admits only three�dimensional

subalgebra g� � L�v��v�� �v��v�� of the initially four�dimensional algebra �������
of the classical Lie symmetries of �������� Taking the latter fact into account� one
can try to preserve the classical Lie symmetry group as a subgroup of the classical
symmetry group of the appended system� For a generic function f�u�� the family
of nonlinear heat equations

ut � �f�u�ux�x �������

admits the three�dimensional Lie algebra g� generated by the vector �elds

v� � �t� v� � �x� v� � �t�t � x�x� �������

The functions u and ut�u
�
x are �rst order di�erential invariants for g�� Thus� if we

append the equation
ut � g�u�u�x� ������

for g�u� arbitrary �for the moment�� the combined system �������� ������ admits
g��

The compatibility condition for the system �������� ������ is the following or�
dinary di�erential equation connecting the functions f�u� and g�u��

f�g�� � f��g � �f ��g� � ����f ��� � ff ���g � �g�f� � �g� � �

For f�u� given� the function g�u� � f�u��u is a particular solution of the latter
equation� and we are led to the compatible system

ut � �f�u�ux�x� ut �
f�u�u�x

u

admitting ������� as a subalgebra of the Lie algebra of its in�nitesimal symmetries�

���	� WEAK SYMMETRIES

In Olver and Rosenau �����	� a further generalization of the non�classical method
was proposed� Since the combined system ������� ������ is an overdetermined sys�
tem of partial di�erential equations� one should� in treating it� take into account any
integrability conditions given by equating mixed partials� �The Cartan�Kuranishi
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Theorem assures us that� under mild regularity conditions� the integrability con�
ditions can all be found in a �nite number of steps� di�erential Gr!obner basis
methods� as in Pankrat�ev �����	� Topunov �����	� provide a practical means to
compute them�� Therefore� one should compute the symmetry group not of just
the system ������� ������ but also any associated integrability conditions� Thus� we
de�ne a weak symmetry group of the system ������ to be any symmetry group of
the overdetermined system ������� ������ and all its integrability conditions�

���	�� An example of a weak symmetry group�

For the Boussinesq equation

utt � uuxx � u�x � uxxxx � �

consider the scaling group generated by the vector �eld v � x�x� t�t� This is not a
symmetry of the Boussinesq equation� nor is it a symmetry of the combined system

utt � uuxx � u�x � uxxxx � � Q � xux � tut � � �������

Nevertheless� if we append the integrability conditions to �������� we do �nd that
v satis�es the weak symmetry conditions� To compute the invariant solutions� we
begin by introducing the invariants� y � x�t� andw � u� Di�erentiating the formula
u � w�y� � w�x�t� and substituting the result into the Boussinesq equation� we
come to the following equation

t��w���� � t����y� � w�w�� � �w��� � �yw�	 � � �������

At this point the crucial di�erence between the weak symmetries and the non�
classical �or classical� symmetries appears� In the latter case� any non�invariant
coordinate� e�g� the t here� will factor out of the resulting equation and thereby
leave a single ordinary di�erential equation for the invariant function w�y�� For
weak symmetries this is no longer true� since we have yet to incorporate the inte�
grability conditions for �������� However� we can separate out the coe�cients of
the various powers of t in the above equation �������� leading to an overdetermined
system of ordinary di�erential equations�

w���� � � �y� �w�w�� � �w��� � �yw� � �

for the unknown function w� In this particular case� the resulting overdetermined
system does have solutions� namely w�y� � �y�� or w�y� � constant� The latter
are trivial� but the former yield a nontrivial similarity solution� u�x� t� � �x��t��
���	��� A particular case of the innitesimal weak symmetries�

An explication of one possible approach to treating the weak symmetries �Dzhamay
and Vorob�ev� �����	� is given below� We will restrict ourselves to the case of dif�
ferential equations in one unknown function such as equation ��������

��x� u� u�k�� � � �������

Consider the contact vector �eld vQ� the function ��x� u� u�k�� � v
�k�
Q ����x� u� u�k���

and the system W of di�erential equations

� � � � � � Q � � �������
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Definition� A vector �eld vQ is an in�nitesimal weak symmetry of equation
����	
 if

��� vQ is a classical in�nitesimal symmetry of system �����
�
��� system �����
 is compatible�

Property ��� can be reformulated by saying that vQ is a partial in�nitesimal
symmetry of the system � � � � � � Note that if we required that vQ were
a classical in�nitesimal symmetry of the latter system� we would have got a con�
ditional in�nitesimal symmetry considered in Section ����� Property ��� means
that system ������� implies no extra conditions that may arise by cross di�erenti�
ation of the equations of system ������� and their di�erential consequences� Since

� � v
�k�
Q ����x� u� u�k�� and vQ�Q� � QuQ� the criterion of tangency of v�k� to W

takes the form�
v
�k�
Q ���jW � � �������

Relation ������� and the compatibility conditions for W imply the determining
equations for the characteristic function Q�

It is clear that relations ������� can be generalized by adding to W the functions

v
�k�
Q ��� and so on�

���	��� Weak symmetries of the nonlinear heat equation�

In this Section� the exact solutions of the equation

ut � uxx � u�x � u� �������

obtained by Galaktionov� ����	� are interpreted as invariant under the weak sym�
metries of �������� Consider the vector �eld vQ with the characteristic function
Q � �px � a�t� x�� where the function a�t� x� needs to be de�ned� Since the equa�

tions of the intersection E �E
���
Q are equivalent to the equations

"� � �pt � ax � a� � u�� px � a� ptx � at� pxx � ax�

the following formula is valid� � � v
���
Q � "�� � at � axx � �aax � �ua� Therefore�

if the function a is �xed a unique invariant solution u�t� x� is obtained from the
equation � � �

u�t� x� �
at � axx � �aax

�a
� �������

So we can conclude that the system W takes the form�

pt � ax � a� � u�� px � a�t� x�� u�t� x� �
at � axx � �aax

�a
� �������

The compatibility conditions for system ������� are evident�

�

�x

�
at � axx � �aax

�a

�
� a�

�

�t

�
at � axx � �aax

�a

�
� ax � a� �

�
at � axx � �aax

�a

��

�
�������
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Equations ������� admit separation of variables� precisely� the �rst equation is sat�
is�ed if a�t� x� � ��t� sin x with ��t� arbitrary function� Hence� the second equation
implies the relation

d

dt

� #�� �

��

�
�

� #�� �

��

��

� �� �������

for the function ��
After the function ��t� is found from �������� we obtain the in�nitesimal weak

symmetry vQ of equation ������� with the characteristic function Q � �px �
��t� sin x and the invariant under vQ solution

u�t� x� �
#�� �

��
� � sin x�

Galaktionov obtained this solution by directly applying his method of generalized
separation of variables in the form u�t� x� � ��t� � ��t� sin x to equation ��������

���	��� Discussion�

Weak symmetry groups� while at the outset quite promising� have some critical
drawbacks� It can be shown that every group is a weak symmetry group of a given
system of partial di�erential equations� and� moreover� every solution to the system
can be derived from some weak symmetry group � see Olver and Rosenau �����	�
Therefore� the generalization is too severe� Nevertheless� it gives some hints as
to how to proceed in any practical analysis of such solution methods� What is
required is an appropriate theory of overdetermined systems of partial di�erential
equations which will allow one to write down reasonable classes of groups for which
the combined system ������� ������ is compatible� in the sense that is has solutions�
or� more restrictively� has solutions that can be algorithmically computed� For
example� restricting to scaling groups� or other elementary classes of groups� might
be a useful starting point�

A SURVEY OF RESULTS

The following preliminary comments will be helpful for the reader� First� to date
only particular solutions of the determining equations for the coe�cients of in�ni�
tesimal nonclassical symmetries have been obtained and are therefore given below�
The reason is partly explained in Section ������� Second� we do not point out which
vector �elds are obtained in what papers� so the results are a set theoretic union
of those in separate papers� Third� not all of the known results are given but only
important for applications or most completely investigated� And last� exact solu�
tions invariant under the nonclassical symmetries can give rise to multiparameter
families of solutions with the aid of the classical symmetry transformations�

����� BOUSSINESQ EQUATION

utt � uuxx� �ux�
� � uxxxx � 
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Lie point symmetries�

�Clarkson and Kruskal �����	� Nishitani and Tajiri �����	� Rosenau and Schwarz�
meier �����	�

X� � x�x � �t�t � �u�u� X� � �x� X� � �t�

Nonclassical conditional symmetries�

�Levi and Winternitz �����	� Fushchich and Serov �����	�

v� ��t � t�x � �t�u�

v� �t��t � �
�t
� � xt���x � ��t�u� �x� � �
�t

	x � �
��t
����u�

�by dilations and coordinate re$ections one can transform 
� into 
� � � or 
� � ��

v� ��t�t � �x � �t���x � ��u� �x � �t���u�

v� ��p�t��t � �x � 
�w� #p�x � �� #pu� � #ppx� � 
��� � ��p #pw�x � 
��w � �
��p #pw
�	

�u� #p� � �p� � c� c � const� w�t� �

Z t

�

p�s�� #p�s�� ds�

v	 �t��x � �t	 � �x��u�

v
 ��x � ���t� � �
���t�x��u � !� � ��� !� � ���

v� �x�x � �u�u�

v� �x��x � ��x�u� ����u�

Nonclassical weak symmetries�

�Olver and Rosenau �����	�

w � x�x � t�t

Exact solutions invariant under nonclassical symmetries�

v� � u � ��z� � t�� z � x � t����
���
� � � #�� � � �z � c��

v� � u � ��z�t� � z��t�� z � xt � 
�t

��� !�� ���� � c�z � c�

�
� � ��
���
� � � #�� �� � �z � c� �
� � ���

v� � u � ��z��t � �x��t � t��� z � x�
p
t� �t������

����
� � �!�� � #����

�z #��� � ���� � �z���

v� � u � ��z�p�� � � #p��p� 
�w #p��p�� z �

�c

��p����
R t
�
p�s� ds

�
� xp�����

���
� � �!�� #�� � �c #���� �c��� � �c�z����

v	 � u � ��t�� x��t� � t�x� !�� ���t� � t
 � �

v
 � u � ��t�� x���� � �x� !�� ���t� � t
 �� �

v� � u � x���t�� !�� ��� � �

v� � u � x���t�� ��x��� !�� ��� � �

w � u � �x��t��
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���� BURGERS� EQUATION

ut � uux � uxx

Lie point symmetries�

X� � �t� X� � �x� X� � t�x � �u�

X� � �t�t � x�x � u�u� X	 � t��t � tx�x � �x � tu��u

Nonclassical conditional symmetries�

�Arrigo� Broadbridge� and Hill �����	� Pucci �����	� Vorob�ev �����	�

The following general expressions are valid for the vector �elds of the nonclassical
in�nitesimal symmetries�

v � �t � ��t� x� u��x � ��t� x� u��u� or w � �x � 	�t� x� u��u�

where the functions �� �� and 	 satisfy the equations�

�uu � � �uu � ��xu � ��u� ���u � � �xx � ��� � u��x�

���u � �t � ��xu � � � � �xx � ���x � u�x � �t � �

or

u	x � 	xx � 	�	uu � �		xu � 	t � 	� � �

Particular solutions of the �rst set of equations generate the in�nitesimal nonclas�
sical symmetries�

v� ��t � u�x�

v� ��t �
�� �

�
u� a�t

� � a�t� a�
�
�x �

�� �
�
u� � �

�
u��a�t

� � a�t� a���
�a�t�

�
�
a��xu � �b�t� b��u� �

�
a�x

� � b�x� a�t� a�
�
�u�

v� ��t � �
�u�x �

u�

�
�u�

v� ��t � �
�u�x �

�
�
�u

� � �
�a

�
�u
�
�u�

v	 ��t �
�
a� � �

�u
�
�x �

�� �
�u

� � �
�a�u

�
�
�u�

v
 ��t �
�
�
�u� x��

�
�x �

�
�
�u

� �
u�

�x

�
�u�

v� ��t �
�� �

�u� w�t� x�
�
�x �

�� �
�u

� � �
�w�t� x�u

�
�
�u�

with a� b parameters� and w�t� x� a solution of Burgers� equation wt��wwx�wxx �
�

Solutions invariant under the nonclassical symmetries�
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v� � u � x�t�

v� � u � � �x

x� � �t
�

v� � u � � a��c� exp�a�x� � ��

c� exp�a�x� � �
 c� exp�a�x��� a��t���
�

v	 � u � ��
� � a� exp�a�x � a��t�

x � exp�a�x � a��t�
�

v
 � u � ���t� �x�

�xt� x�

����� GENERALIZED KORTEWEG�DEVRIES EQUATION

ut � f�u�ukx � uxxx � � k � 

Lie point symmetries�

k f�u�

arbitrary arbitrary X� � �t� X� � �x
un X�� X�� X� � �t�k � n� ���t � x�k � n� ���x � �k � ��u�u
exp u X�� X�� X� � �t�t � x�x � �k � ���u
� X�� X�� X	 � ��k � ��t�t � �k � ��x�x � �k � ��u�u� X
 � �u

� arbitrary X�� X�� X� � �t�t � x�x
u�� X�� X�� X�� X� � u�u
� X�� X�� X
� X�

� un � c X�� X�� X� � �nt�t � n��ct� x��x � �u�u
u X�� X�� X�� � �t�t � x�x � �u�u� X�� � t�x � �u
exp u� c X�� X�� X�� � �t�t � ��ct� x��x � ��u
� X�� X�� X�� X�� � �t�t � ��t� x��x�

Xg � g�t� x��u� g�t� x� solves the generalized KdV equation

Nonclassical conditional symmetries�

�Fushchich� Serov� Ahmerov �����	�

v � t��k�x � F �u��u

f�u� � c�u
��k�� � c�u

���k���� F �u� � �
kc�
�

����k
p
u

f�u� � �c� log u� c���� � u����k� F �u� � �kc��
���ku

f�u� � �c� arcsinu� c���� � u�����k���� F �u� � �kc��
���k

p
�� u�

f�u� � �c� sinh
�� u� c���� � u�����k���� F �u� � �kc��

���k
p

� � u�

f�u� � c�u� F �u� � �kc��
���k
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Exact solutions invariant under the nonclassical symmetries�

u�t� x� �

�
x

�

�kc�t
�

�
���k

� ct���k � c�
c�

��

�

u�t� x� � exp

�
k�kc��

���k

k � �
t����k � c�

c�
� ct���k � �kc�t�

���kx

�
� k �� ��

u�t� x� � exp

�
��c��

����t���� log t� c�
c�

� ct���� � ��c�t�
����x

�
� k � ��

u�t� x� � sin

�
� k�kc�����k

k � �
� c�
c�

� ct���k � �kc�t�
���kx

�
� k �� ��

u�t� x� � sin

�
� ��c��

���� log tp
t
� c�
c�

� ct���� � ��c�t�
����x

�
� k � ��

u�t� x� � sinh

�
k�kc�����k

k � �
t����k � c�

c�
� ct���k � �kc�t�

���kx

�
� k �� ��

u�t� x� � sinh

�
��c��

���� log tp
t
� c�
c�

� ct���� � ��c�t�
����x

�
� k � �

u�t� x� �ct���k � x
�
kc�t

�
���k

������ KADOMTSEV�PETVIASHVILI EQUATION

�Kadomtsev and Petviashvili ����	�

�ut � uux � uxxx�x � kuyy � � k � 
�

Lie point symmetries�

�Tajiri� Nishitani� and Kawamoto �����	� David� Kamran� Levi and Winternitz
�����	�

X� � ���t��t � ��x #��t� � ky�!��t���x � �y #��t��y � ���u #��t� � �x!��t� � ky�
���
��t���u�

X� � 
�t��x � #
�t��u� X	 � �y #��t��x � �k��t��y � y!��t��u�

where ��t�� 
�t�� and ��t� are arbitrary functions�

Nonclassical conditional symmetries�

�Clarkson and Winternitz �����	�

v � �x � �R�y� t�x � S�y� t�	�u� R �� andSy �� �

where the functions R�y� t� and S�y� t� are solutions of the system

kRyy � �R� � � kSyy � �RS �Rt � �
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Exact solutions invariant under the nonclassical symmetries�

u�x� y� t� � w�y� t� � x���y� t� � x	�y� t��

where

��y� t� � �kW �y � ���t�� � g�t���

	�y� t� � W �y � ���t�� � g�t��

�
A�t� �B�t�

Z y d z

W ��z � ��� � g�

�

� #g

��g
� y

�
#�� � #g

y � ���
�g

�
W �y � ���t�� � g�t��

with ���t�� g�t�� A�t�� B�t� arbitrary functions� W �z� � h� the Weierstrass elliptic
function�

������ KOLMOGOROV�PETROVSKII�PISKUNOV�

OR FITZHUGH�NAGUMO EQUATION

ut � uxx � u��� u��u� a�� �� � a � �

Lie point symmetries�

X� � �t� X� � �x

Nonclassical conditional symmetries�

�Nucci and Clarkson �����	� Vorob�ev �����	�

v� ��t 
 �p
�
��u� a� ���x �

�

�
u��� u��u� a��u�

v� ��t � ��x��x � ���x�u�u� a � ��� ��x� �
�p
�

� � exp
p
�x

�� exp
p
�x

�

v� ��t � ��x��x � ���x��u � �����u� a � ���� ��x� �
�p
�

� � exp x�
p
�

�� exp x�
p
�

v� ��t � ��x��x � ���x��u � ���u� a � �� ��x� �
�p
�

� � exp
p
�x

�� exp
p
�x

Exact solutions invariant under the nonclassical symmetries�

v� �

u �
ac� exp ��

p
�x� a�t���� � c� exp ��

p
�ax � t����

c� exp ��
p
�x� a�t���� � c� exp ��

p
�ax � t���� � c� exp ��

p
��a � ��x � at����

�

v��v� �

u � �c� exp ��
p
�x � �t���� � c� exp ���

p
�x � �t�����w�z��

z � c� exp ��
p
�x� �t���� � c� exp ���

p
�x� �t���� � c�

v� �

u � �c� exp ���
p
�x � �t���� � c� exp ����

p
�x � �t�����w�z��

z � c� exp ���
p
�x � �t���� � c� exp ����

p
�x� �t���� � c��

where w�z� is the Weierstass function satisfying the equation w���z� � �w�z���
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������ NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATION

utt � uuxx

Lie point symmetries�

X� � �t� X� � �x� X� � t�t � x�x� X� � t�t � �u�u

Nonclassical conditional symmetries�

�Fushchich and Serov �����	�

v� ��x � a��u� v� � �t � �a�x � a���u�

v� ��t � �a�t� a	��x � �a��a�t� a	��u� v� � �x � �w�t� � f�t�	�u�

v	 �t�t � �u� a�x � a���u� v
 � t�t � �t��a�x � a���� �u	�u�

v� �x�x � �u� b�t� b���u� v� � x�x � �u� w�t�x���� f�t�	�u�

v� ��t� � ���t � �x�x � �t � ��u�u� v�� � t��t � ��t� � ��x� � b�x� b���u�

v�� �t�x�x � �t�u� �x� � b�t
	 � b
��u� v�� � w�t��t � #w�t�u�u�

where a� b are arbitrary parameters� w�t� and f�t� satisfy the ODE� !w � w��
!f � wf �

Exact solutions invariant under the nonclassical symmetries�

v� � u � ��t� � a�x� !� � �

v� � u � ��t� � t�a�x � a��� !� � �

v� � u � ��z� � �a�x� z � a�t
��� � a	t� x� ��� �a�z � a�	� !� � a� #��

v� � u � w�t�x��� � f�t�x � ��t�� !� � w��

v	 � u � t��x� � �a�x� a��� !� � �

v
 � u � t����x� � t��a�x� a������ !� � ��

v� � u � x��t� � �b�t� b��� !� � �

v� � u � w�t�x��� � ��t�x � f�t�� !� � w�t���

v� � u � �t� �����t � ��x��t � ���� !� � �

v�� � u � t���x� � �x�t�� � �b�x � b����t
�� !� � �

v�� � u � x��t� � �x��t� � b	t
� � b
t

��� t� !� � ���

v�� � u � w�t���x�� !� � ��

����� ZABOLOTSKAYA�KHOKHLOV EQUATION

utx � �uux�x � uyy � 
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The in�nitesimal Lie point symmetry algebra of this equation contains the subal�
gebra with the generators�

X� � �t� X� � �x� X� � �y � X� � y�x � �t�y�

X	 � t�t � x�x � y�y � X
 � �t�t � �x�x � �y�y � �u�u� X� � t�x � �u

Nonclassical conditional symmetries�

�Extracted from Fushchich� Chopik and Mironiuk ����	 and adapted to the case
of three independent variables�

The equation considered attached by the �rst order equation�

utux � uu�x � u�y � �

which is its characteristic equation� forms the compatible system while such a sys�
tem is incompatible in the case of four independent variables� i�e� for the equation
utx� �ux�x�uyy�uzz � � The system admits the in�nite�dimensional Lie algebra
of classical in�nitesimal symmetries whose vector �elds can be presented as

X �
�X
�

ai�u�Xi

with ai�u� smooth functions� Xi for � � i � � given above� and

X� � y�t � ��x � �ut��y�
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